WHAT IF YOU COULD SEE THE LATEST GLOBAL DATA – NOW?

FIS’ Lending Pit from Astec Analytics delivers timely, actionable, intraday trading data on any mobile device, so you can maximize lending revenue in highly volatile markets anywhere in the world.

Be the first to know when the market moves
Accurate and timely market data has always been important. But in today’s market, it’s critical. Astec Analytics Lending Pit meets and exceeds your data requirements with intraday global data delivered where, when and how you need it most.

React quicker to global demands
Lending Pit is continually updated, 24/7

Improve control
New advanced trade screener visualizes opportunities as they unfold

Leave no stone unturned
Advanced variance analysis supports program optimization, keeping you on track

SOLUTION
FIS’ Lending Pit delivers to your preferences:
• New for 2020 web app
• API
• Data files refreshed 96 times a day, every day
• Excel add-in
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